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Abstract 
The paper deals with the unique solvability of a nullator-norator pairs network consisting 
of RLC elements and source generators. After defining the kernel of a network the normaL 
inverse normal, distinguished and reactance trees of the network graph are introduced. Setting 
out from [6J necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the unique solvability. A 
topological formula is introduced from which many sufficient conditions of the unique 
solvability can be obtained as algebraic equations between the parameters of the RLC network 
elements. The results of the paper are illustrated by examples. Finally. a block scheme is 
presented for the examination of the unique solvability by computer technique. 
Introduction 
One of the methods for calculating an electronic network is based on the 
analysis of its nullator-norator pairs network model. For example let us 
consider the three network on Fig. 1 consisting of an ideal transistor and some 
RLC elements. Although each network has the same elements the results of the 
analysis are very different. Modelling the ideal transistor by a nullor on Fig. 2 
one can directly see that the network model (a) has an unique solution and 
the voltage of the capacitor and the current of the inductor can be chosen as 
independent state variables. Changing the position of the elements R3L 
connected paralelly and the elements R2C connected in series we have the 
network (b) which can not be solved. Modifying the position of the resistance 
R2 in the network (b) we get the network (c) which has also a unique solution 
and the only state variable is the current of the inductor. 
However, the analysis of a more complicated network (for example, 
which consists of a great number of the elements) can not be performed simply 
in general. Before doing the concrete analysis one has to check the unique 
solvability, to estimate the order of the complexity of the network and to 
choose a possible set of the independent state variables. In case of RLC 
network the condition of the solvability is the existence of a normal tree. The 
voltages of the capacitors belonging to the normal tree and the currents of the 
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inductors not belonging to the normal tree often form a possible set of the 
independent state variables for the analysis (see [3J). 
In this paper we define the notion of the normal tree for the nullator-
norator pairs network as a generalization of the normal tree of RLC network. 
We are going to show that similar theorems hold for a normal tree in the 
nullator-norator pairs network as in case of RLC network. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions are given for the unique solvability of the nullator-norator 
pairs network. The application of these conditions will be presented through 
many examples. In the end we gIve a computer implementation for the 
application of our results. 
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Notations and definitions 
Let us consider a nullator-norator pairs RLC network. Without loss of 
the generality we can assume that the network graph is connected. Denote by 
U, I, R, LeA and B the sets of the source voltage, source current generators, 
resistors, inductors. capacitors, nullators and norators of the network, 
respectively. We denote the set of the network elements and the corresponding 
subgraph of the network graph by the same symbol if this notation does not 
result in misunderstanding. If Ri' Lj and C k are the elements of R, Land C, 
respectively, denote by ri' Ij and ck the parameters of these elements, 
respecti vel y. 
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Let R r;;;;. R, L r;;;;. Land C r;;;;. C arbitrary (possible empty) subsets. The set 
RuLuC will be denoted by K and called the kernel of the network, if both 
UuKuA and UuKuB are complete trees of the network graph. Let the name 
of the kernel RuC be capacitance kernel, while the kernel RuL is called 
inductance kernel, the common name of theirs is reactance kernel. 
Let L be the complementer set of L with respect to L. The number ILl + ICI 
is the degree of K and denoted by deg K. I t is obvious that 0 ~ deg K ~ IL I + I Cl, 
moreover deg K = 0 if and only if K is inductance and deg K = I L I + I Cl if and 
only if K is capacitance. The kernel of the network is called maximum one if its 
degree is maximum and minimum one ifits degree is minimum in the network. 
The common name of the maximum and minimum kernels is extreme kernel. 
Consider the set of the kernels of the network denoted by M. We classify 
the elements of M in the following manner: Let Kl and K2 belong to the same 
class of M, if deg Kl = deg K2 holds and vice versa. The subset M(K) of M is the 
class of M represented by Kif KEM(K). K is a distinguished kernel if the class 
M(K) has exactly one element. 
Further on we name the tree UuK of the network graph after K. In this 
way we can speak about maximum or normal, minimum or inverse normal, 
extreme, inductance, capacitance, reactance, distinguished trees. These are all 
subsets of the network graph. Observe that in case IAI = IBI =0 the nullator-
norator pairs RLC network becomes RLC network, and the normal tree of this 
special nullator-norator pairs RLC network is equivalent with the normal tree 
of RLC network known from the literature. 
After collapsing the end points of all the voltage generators in the 
network, K corresponds to a common k-tree of the network graph, where 
k = lA 1+ 1 = IBI + 1. So we can order a sign to each kernel of the network. Let 
sgn K be the sign ordered to K as common k-tree relative sign in accordance 
with reference [5]. The formula 
I1 Ck I s gn K n . _--,C::o:k.:;:EK.:.c' n'----__ 
KnE M(K) 
is the formula generated by K and denoted by fK • It is clear that each kernel of 
the network generates a formula and formulas which are generated by kernels 
belonging to the same class are equivalent. 
Theorems for the unique solvahility 
Theorem 1. If the nullator-norator pairs RLC network has a unique 
solution then there exists a normal tree UuK of the network graph. The order 
of the complexity of the network is at most deg K. 
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Theorem 2. The nullator-norator pairs RLC network with arbitrary 
parameters (i.e. all the parameters are general variables) has a unique solution if 
and only if there exists a normal three UuK of the network graph. The order of 
the complexity of the network is exactly deg K. The voltages of the capacitors 
belonging to the normal tree and the currents of the inductors not belonging to 
the normal tree form a possible complete set of the independent state variables 
for the analysis. 
Theorem 3. The nullator-norator pairs RLC network has a unique 
solution if and only if there exists a kernel K of the network such that the 
formula fK generated by K is not zero. 
Corollary 1. A sufficient condition of the unique solvability of the network 
is the existence of a distinguished tree of the network graph (for example the 
network graph has exactly one normaL inverse normal, capacitance or 
inductance tree). 
Corollary 2. A necessary and sufficient condition of the unique solution of 
RLC network is the existence of a normal tree of the network graph. 
Knowing these theorems we can easily discuss the network models on 
Fig. 2 as follows. 
Since the set {R 1 , C} is the only kernel of the network (a) tu, R2 , C} is the 
only capacitance tree. According to Corollary 1, the network (a) has a unique 
solution. As deg {R 2' C} = 2 the order of the complexity is at least 2. in this case 
exactly 2. Taking into account that tu, Rz, C} is normal tree as well, we have 
the possibility to choose the set of the independent state variables as it was 
mentioned in the introduction. 
The network (b) has no kernel because. by Theorem 1. it has no a unique 
solution. 
The network (c) has all kernels {R 3' R z} and {L, R 2}, the latter is an 
inductance. thus tU. L Rz} is the only inductance tree. By Corollary 1 it has a 
unique solution. Since tu, R3 , Rz} is a normal tree the only possible state 
variable is the current of L Really, we can choose the state variable mentioned 
earlier. 
Topological conclusions 
During the analysis procedure the following properties of the network 
graph are often used: 
if the nullator-norator pairs RLC network has a unique solution, then 
(a) both UuA and UuB is circuitless, and neither luA nor luB contains 
cutset; 
(We remark that in case of the network consisting of relation elements 
and nullator-norator pairs the property (a) follows from [lJ as well.) 
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(b) there always exists a disjoint decomposition of RuLuC into K and K 
such that we can classify the RLC elements of the network graph in two manner 
as follows: 
l. the elements of VuA u K are branches and the elements of luBu K are 
chords, and 
II. the elements of VuB u K are branches and the elements of luA u K are 
chords, 
i.e., making the classification in any of these two manners the same RLC 
elements correspond to branches and to chords. 
The property (b) is used in [7J for the solution of the network equations 
system. The properties (a) and (b) immediately follow from Theory 1. 
We note that the application of these theorems slightly modifies the view 
of the classical network analysis. In the classical case the main tool of the 
analysis is the normal tree. Because of Theorem 2, the normal tree is the most 
important subgraph for the analysis whenever the parameters of the network 
elements are general variables (general case, [6J). But when some algebraic 
relations hold among the network parameters (non-general case, [6J) then the 
inverse normal, reactance, distinguished trees of the graph come into 
prommence during the analysis. Later this fact will be shown by some 
examples. 
Proofs of the theorems· 
First of all we are going to show that if the nullator-norator pairs RLC 
network has a unique solution then there exists a kernel of the network. For 
this, let L,;; Land C';; C be arbitrary (possible empty) subsets. We introduce the 






where the overscript "-" means the complementer, as earlier. Let us write the 
system of the network equations in the following form: 
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DU E" AU RU Ri Ai P Hi 
UDl 
uE 
~ I 0 0 0 0 UA 
0 0 0 0 I .Q i uR =0 (2) 
----- ---
0 0 0 191 ! -11 0 0 0 iR 
91 0 0 []] 0 0 0 0 0 i", 
0 0 0 0 0 [0 0 0 iF 
iH 
In (2) UD' UE , u'" and uR are vectors, components of which are voltages of 
network elements, defined by (I) and by A and R, while iR, i"" iF and iH are 
vectors, components of which are the currents of the network elements defined 
similarly, ~ and .Q are circuit and cutset matrices based on the same 
fundamental tree of the network graph (or shortly, matrices belonging to each 
other), 91 is a diagonal matrix non-zero entries of which are the parameters of 
the elements of R. In (2) 9( means the submatrix under the dashed line. Symbols 
DU, E", AU, RU, Ri, Ai, Fi and Hi denote the sets of the columns of the matrix, 
respectively. These latter symbols are used to denote sets of the columns of~,.Q 
and 91 as well. 
Let f1(~), f1(Q) and f1(91) denote the matrix matroids of ~, .Q and 91, 
respectively. Since ~ and Q belong to each other 
f1*(~) = f1(.Q) 
holds, where the star stands for the dual matroid. 
(3) 
Letting b =E"uAuuRuuRiUAiUFi it follows from [6J that there exist 
Lt;;; Land Cs; C such that 
b is the basis of the matroid (4) 
((GU,f1(~))EB(Gi"Ll(.Q)) v (Gu uGi,f1(91)). 
In (4) GU and Gi denote the sets of the columns of~ and.c, GUuGi means 
the set of the columns of 91, v is the symbol of the sum, EB of the direct sum of 
matroids. Further on we suppose that Land C in (2) are such that b defined 
above fulfils (4). 
It follows from the definitions of ~ and .Q that there exists (at least) one 
disjoint decomposition of b into b't, b'; and b 2 such that 
b't is basis of (Gu,f1(~)), 
b'; is basis of (Gi,f1(.Q)) and 
b 2 is basis of (Guu Gi,f1(91)). 
(5) 
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It is clear, from (2) that (Guu Gi ,fl(91» is a graph matroid illustrated on 
Fig. 3. 
Let RuR be defined by the formula 
{RjIRjEb2nRU, RjER} (6) 
It immediately follows from (6) that b 2 = WuRiuAuuAi. 
Taking into account (5) and (2) we obtain 
and (7) 
Because of (1), we can write (7) in the form 
and (8) 
AU 1 
R~ RU 2 u RIRi AI~I 
CC)< A\ 
R: Rz R:R! 
A:Ai 
Fig. 3 
Introducing the notation K = RuLDC, from the right-hand side of (8) it 
follows that UuKuB is a complete tree while from the left-hand side of (8) 
UuKuA is a complete tree of the network graph. With this the first part of the 
Theorem is proved. The second part is obvious (see [3J). 
Studying the proof of Theorem I it comes to light that if we evaluate the 
determinant of the system equations (2) by Laplace theorem according to the 
rows of9~, then we have a non-zero term. This term is the product of parameter 
reciprocals of those elements of R, with sign + or -, which belong to the kernel 
K. It follows from this that if the parameters of the network elements are 
arbitrary (i.e. general variables) then the value of the determinant of (2) is a 
polinom of at least one term so it is possible the hibrid immittance description 
for the nullator-norator pairs network as well, according to [6]. Using the 
procedure given in [6J we can obtain the state equations system for the 
network in question, analogously. So we have the proof of Theorem 2. 
If the parameters of the network are non-general variables, then the 
existence of the normal tree of the network graph does not guarantee the 
unique solvability. By all means, each kernel produces a term in the 
determinant of(2) which is the product of its resistor parameter reciprocals and 
the determinant is the algebraic sum of these products with respective all 
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kernels of the network. If this sum is not zero (and this is already an algebraic 
relation among the parameters), the network has no unique solution, in 
general, because, for the unique solution, it needed the solution of the system of 
the hibrid immittance equations as well. This fact produces a further algebraic 
relation among the parameters, in which the parameters of the inductors and 
capacitors can occur. 
To prove Theorem 3 let us assume the existence of the kernel K together 
with fK generated by K differing from zero. Write the differential equations for 
the inductors and capacitors of the network in the form 
0" U L =_/L (9) 
where uL and Uc are the voltages while iL and ic are the currents of the 
inductance and the capacitance elements, respectively. i.l and (£ are diagonal 
matrices which consist of the parameters of the inductors and capacitors 
(mutual reactance elements are not allowed). 
After Laplace transforming the equations (2) and (9) and a suitable 
permutating the columns of the matrices it can easily be seen that the system of 
the equations obtained for the Laplace transforms of the voltages and currents 
of the network elements in this way is similar to (2). At present the role of the 
matrix i11 1 is taken over by the diagonal matrix 'I) non-zero entries of which 
are the operator admittances of the RLC elements. Taking into account the 
initial conditions the right-hand side of the system of the Laplace transform 
equations can differ from the zero vector, in general. Repeating the procedure 
applied in the proof of Theorem 1 we obtain that a kernel of the network 
produces an edge admittance product in the determinant of the Laplace 
transform system. More precisely, if ri' /j' and Ck are the parameters of Ri' Lj 
and C k , then K = RuLuC produces the following term in the determinant 
f1 ck ± __ C,,-kE_K __ sdeg K J LJ (10) 
where "s" denotes the complex frequency. 
Taking into account all elements Ko of M(K), we get that the coefficient of 
s of degree deg K -ILl can be written as follo\\'s: 
(11 ) 
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In (11) the sign of a term is determined by the value of the corresponding minors 
in ~ and .0. 
Fix the signs in (11) according to sgn K n • Now (11) becomes f K of non-zero 
value and, because of [5], the node admittance determinant of the network 
differs from zero. So it is possible the unique calculation of the node potentials 
of the network. Therefore the voltages of all network elements can be calculated 
uniquely, moreover the currents of the RLC elements are uniquely obtained. As 
UuKuB is a complete tree of the network, the currents of the voltage 
generators and the norators are uniquely determined as well. By this the 
sufficiency of the" condition of the theorem is proved. The necessity of the 
condition follows from this fact that the systems of(2) and of the node potential 
equations of the network have simultaneously a unique solution. 
Observe that if K is distinguished, (11) has exactly one term, from which 
Corollary 1 follows. In case of RLC network the relative signs of the terms in 
(11) are the same, so Corollary 2 is also right. 
Remark. During the proof of Theorem 3 we unspokenly assumed that all 
voltage generators of the network can be regarded as Thevenin generators. 
This assumption holds in case of practical networks, really. If it were still a 
voltage generator in the network model which is not a Thevenin one, connect a 
resistor of parameter fa in serial with it. For this modified network the earlier 
procedure can be performed and an algebraic relation can be obtained among 
fa and the original parameters. Letting fa -+0 we may obtain a sufficient 
condition for the unique solvability. 
We note that, by Theorem 3, many sufficient conditions can be produced 
of the uniquely solvability. The number of the possible conditions is exactly the 
number of the classes of M. For a concrete analysis we can choose an optimal 
condition from some kind of aspects. For example a condition which can be 
simply checked or which is the shortest, etc. 
Applications 
In this section the symbol of a network element also means its parameter. 
Example 1. Let us consider the network with an (ideal) operational 
amplifier and its nullator-norator pairs model on Fig. 4. The network model 
has only one kernel (the resistance Rz) hence, by Theorem 3, the unique 
solution is guaranteed. 
Example 2. Connect a serial RC term to the input and connect the 
inductor L to the output of the gyrator of parameter (I., see in Fig: 5. Assume 
that the initial voltage of C is non-zero and examine whether the current of the 
induct or is uniquely determined. 
The network model in question can be seen on Fig. 5 as well. As the 
number of the vertices of the network graph is 7 and the number of the nullator-
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norator pairs is 3 each kernel of the network consists of exactly three elements. 
Observe that R can not belong to a capacitance kernel thus the only 
capacitance kernel may be {C,o::,o::} and, in fact, it is a kernel. It follows from 






Example 3. Connect the voltage generator U 1 and U 2 to the input and to 
the output of an ideal transformer illustrated in Fig. 6. Using the nullator-
norator pairs model of the transformer appearing in [7J we obtain the network 
model, see Fig. 6. Because none of the resistors can belong to a kernel of the 
network, the network has no kernel therefore it can not be solved (see Theorem 
1). If we exchange the voltage generator U 2 for a current generator, the only 
kernel {R 2,R4 } of the network guarantees the unique solution. This example is 
a classical one of the network analysis. But it is not trivial that the relation 
among the parameters of the network elements defined by the ideal transformer 
does not influence the discussion and that the obtained result can be extended 
for negative impedance converters, too. 
Example 4. The network model on Fig. 7 has no unique solution because 
of a set of the norators (nullators) is a cutset of the network graph (see the 
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topological conclusion (a)). It immediately follows from the concrete analysis 
that the voltages of the norators are undetermined but their sum is U R2 in any 
R1 
case. However the voltages and the currents of all further network elements are 
uniquely determined. If we complete the network by the element Z according to 
Fig. 7 we get a new network which has a unique solution. The original network 
can be regarded as the model of a controlled generator introduced in [2J the 






Example 5. Consider the transistor amplifier network on Fig. 8. Taking 
into account the nullator-norator pairs mode! of hybrid parameters of the 
transistor we can construct the model of the practical network, see Fig. 8. 
Following [7J we assume that h 12 = 0 and use the notation Ra = Rg + h 11 . 
The network graph has no distinguished tree. But we can easily find all of 
its capacitance kernel. It is trivial that each kernel has 3 elements. After 
choosing C we can not choose Re and Ra as the elements of the kernel, so we 
1 
take into consideration only h 21 R,R, Rk and h . Because of the situation of 
22 
the norators, the pairs {R,Rk } and {R' h:J can not be choosen moreover the 
pairs {R,h21R} and {Rk'h:J are also excluded because of the nullators and 
the voltage generator Uo' respectively. Thus the possible kernels are 
{C,h 21 R,Rk} and {C'h21R'h~2 and, really, they are all the capacitance 
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kernels. These two kernels form a class and the formula generated by them is 
C + Ch hzz . By Theorem 3 the network has a unique solution unless 
hZlRRk 21R 
1 + h22Rk =0 holds. 
Example 6. Consider the network with a current generator controlled by a 
current on Fig. 9 (see also in [6J). The nullator-norator pairs network model 
constructed by using [7J is on the right-hand side of Fig. 9. 
Fig. 9 
As C is connected in serial with a norator any of the kernels must contain 
C. Other elements of a kernel form a pair of the resistor elements. Therefore we 
can consider six pairs of elements. Now {R 1 ,R 2} and {R,etR} can not be suitable 
pairs for the kernel because of the nullators, while {R2 ,R} must be excluded 
because of a norato1". We obtain {RI,R,e), {RI,etR,C} and {Rz,);R,C} as 
possible kernels, and they are kernels, in fact. As these kernels form a class, the 
network has a unique solution unless 
C + RCR + RC =0 holds. i.e. unless 
RIR 1); zetR . 
et = 1 + ~ holds. At present this condition is also necessary because these 
R2 
kernels are all kernels of the network. 
Example 7. Consider the network on Fig. 10 consisting of 3 operational 
amplifiers together with its nullator-norator pairs model. It is clear, that the 
number of the elements of each kernel is 3. Since there can not exist kernels 
containing either the two capacitors or any two of the inductors the degree of a 
kernel may be 2, 3 or 4. 
Let us try to produce all kernels of degree 3. It deg K = 3 then either K 
consists of purely resistors or it is mixed, i.e. contains a resistor an inductor and 
a capacitor. K can not contain RI and R9 simultaneously because of the 
norators and {R3' R4} rf K because of the nullators. so the first case is 
impossible. It remained the mixed case. From the situation of the inductors, 
C6f/:K follows therefore only C 2EK may hold. Observing that after choosing C 2 
only the resistor R4 can be choosen we obtain that the only 3-degree kernel is 
{C 2 , R4, Ls}. As this kernel is distinguished, the network has a unique solution. 
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Computer implementation 
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The examples given in the earlier section show the surprising fact that it is 
possible to examine the unique solvability of the network in a purely 
combinatorical way. However, in case of a more complicated network this 
discussion may be very difficult. The problems are to decide whether there 
exists a kernel of the network, to give a sufficient condition for the solvability 
and to choose a normal tree for the numerical analysis. 
By all means, the examination of the unique solvability is a combinator-
ical procedure and we propose the block scheme on Fig. 11 for constructing a 
complex computer program of this procedure. By such a program, all kernels of 
the network can be produced. If the set of the kernels is empty then the network 
has no unique solution (see Theorem 1). Otherwise let M(K) be a class 
represented by K and fK the formula generated by K. Because of Theorem 3 the 
network has a unique solution unless fK=O. At the end of the program a 
sufficient condition is obtained together with a normal tree of the network for 
the numerical analysis. 
The kernels of the network are sourced by a tree generation method given 
in [4]. First all the complete trees Fi of G\{luB) containing all the nullators and 
voltage generators are produced, where G means the network graph. Fi 
determines a kernel if the graph G~ is circuitless where Gix; arises from Fi\A 
after collapsing the endpoints of all norators. The procedure can be followed in 
the left-hand side of Fig. 11. 
The rest of the procedure is summarized on the other side of Fig. 11. 
Namely, the set of the kernels generated earlier is decomposed into the classes 
according to the degrees of the kernels. Now one of the maximum kernels is 
chosen, denoted by K amax , for a normal tree. According to [5J the relative sign 
of each kernel of M(K) = Mao with minimum IMaol is determined. The network 





G=Uu! uRu LuCuAuB 
There IS a following 
tree of Go 
Parameters of elements 
rj , I j, Ck 
Fiil, II 
f=\EM~ L nr,. nl J 
M€Mao 
(Rj.LJ,Ck€MI 
Out. the network has the 
solutlon unless f=O; 
proposal for normal tree 
We remark if one of M(K)s has only one element then the network has a 
unique solution independently of the parameters (see Corollary 1), This case is 
also handled in the block scheme, Observe that the program in question 
produces a shortest formula for a sufficient condition of the unique solution. Of 
course, it is possible to obtain further conditions mentioned earlier for the 
practical analysis. The check of the condition generated in this way is not a task 
of this program. Finally we note that this program requires the dates (i.e. the 
network parameters) only at the end of the procedure so the program can be 
regarded as the first step of a full numerical analysis of the nullator-norator 
pairs RLC network. 
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